We construct topological defects in the Liouville field theory producing jump in the value of cosmological constant. We construct them using the Cardy-Lewellen equation for the two-point function with defect. We show that there are continuous and discrete families of such kind of defects. For the continuous family of defects we also find the Lagrangian description and check its agreement with the solution of the Cardy-Lewellen equation using the heavy asymptotic semiclasscial limit.
Introduction
In this paper we construct topological defects gluing 2D Liouville field theories with different cosmological constants.
Topological defects in the Louville field theory with the same cosmological constants on the both side were constructed by the second author almost ten years back in papers [1, 2] . In that papers two-point functions in the presence of defects were computed using the Cardy-Lewellen equation for defects. It was derived that there exist two families of defects, discrete, with one-dimensional world-volume, and continuous, with two-dimensional world-volume. Later for the continuous family of defects also the Lagrangian description was suggested in [3] . It was shown in [4] that this Lagrangian description is in agreement with the found in [1, 2] defect two-point function using various semiclassical limits.
Here we generalize above mentioned calculations to the case of the different cosmological constants. First we elaborate to this case the Cardy-Lewellen relation for defects. We find that in fact the two-point functions are given by the same functions as before but which get rescaled by the factor and µ 2 are the cosmological constants, and P is a momentum. Formulae (33) and (40) are our main results. For the continuous family of defect we also constructed the corresponding Lagrangian and checked via the heavy asymptotic limit that it is in agreement with the two-point function (40).
We would like to say that one of the motivations of this research was recently suggested in papers [5, 6] the idea to describe the Fractional Quantum Hall effect (FQHE) by the Liuoville field theory, whose cosmological constant should play a role of a chemical potential. On the other hand it is known that in the FQHE one has jump of the chemical potential [7] . We have an impression that our construction which in fact connects two Liouville theories with the different cosmological constants may have an application to the FQHE.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we collect several necessary for us facts on classical and quantum Liouville field theory. In section 3 we generalized and solved the Cardy-Lewellen equation for defects to the case of the different cosmological constants. We showed also here that constructed defects indeed map FZZ [8] and ZZ [9] boundary states of the first theory to the linear combinations of the FZZ and ZZ boundary states of the second theory. In section 4 we have written down the Lagrangian for the continuous family of defects. In section 5 we checked, using the heavy asymptotic semiclassical limit, that the two-point function for the continuous family of defects computed in section 3, is in agreement with the Lagrangian description of section 4.
Review of Liouville theory
Let us recall some basic facts on classical and quantum Liouville theory.
The action of the Liouville theory is
Here we use a complex coordinate z = τ + iσ, and d 2 z ≡ dz ∧ dz is the volume form.
The field φ(z,z) satisfies the Liouville equation:
The general solution to (2) can be written in terms of two arbitrary functions A(z) and B(z):
The solution (3) is invariant if one transforms A and B simultaneously by the constant Möbius transformations:
Classical expressions for the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components of the energy-momentum tensor are
Inserting (3) in (5) and (6) we obtain, that components of the energy-momentum tensor are given by the Schwarzian derivatives of A(z) and B(z):
The Schwarzian derivative is invariant under a constant Möbius transformation:
Quantum Liouville field theory is a conformal field theory enjoying the Vira-
with the central charge
Two-point functions of Liouville theory are given by the function S(α) :
The spectrum of the Liouville theory has the form
where R α is the highest weight representation with respect to the Virasoro algebra.
3 Two-point function with defect producing jump in cosmological constant
As we mentioned before the aim of this work is to construct topological defect gluing two Liouville theories with different cosmological constants. For this purpose we will use bootstrap programm. In fact the bootstrap programm for topological defects with the same theory on both sides was developed in [1, 2, 10] . Here we will reconsider it, taking into account the necessary changes caused by the presence of two different cosmological constants on the different sides of the defects. We consider a topological defect mapping the Hilbert space of the first theory on the Hilbert space of the second theory X : H (1) → H (2) in the form:
where P α are maps:
Here |α, N (i) and |α, M (i) , i = 1, 2 are vectors of orthonormal bases of left and right copy of R α of the first and second theory respectively. Two-point functions with a defect X inserted can be written as
where
Consider the following four-point function with the defects insertions:
One can compute (19) in two pictures. In the first picture at the beginning we use the OPE
and then (17) for the fields produced in this process. This results in
is so called conformal block giving contribution of the descendant fields in the OPE (20). It appears squared since it is separately produced by the left and right modes.
In the second picture we move the field V
−b/2 (z 1 ,z 1 ) to the most right position:
and then use twice (17) resulting in
Using the fusing matrix:
we obtain
This is the Cardy-Lewellen cluster condition for defects. Let us use the relation [2] :
where W (j) (α) is the ZZ function [9] :
Define Ψ(α) by the equation:
For Ψ(α) the equation (25) takes the form:
The solution of the equation (29) is
Using (28) we obtain for the defect two-point function:
And finally dividing on S (1) (α):
we get
But this is not the end of the story. Assume that we have a family of defects parameterized by κ. In this case 
and
in (29) we obtain a linear equation for Λ(α):
The solution of (36) is indeed one-parametric family,
with parameter s related to A by
Substituting (37) in (35) we obtain for D s (α) and D s (α) respectively
So we have two groups of topological defects:
Recall that in each copy of the Liouville field theory one has two groups of boundary states, FZZ states [8] :
and ZZ states [9] :
−n = 0, and
Using the identities: 
one obtains that fusion of the defects (41), (42) with boundary state of the first theory producing linear combination of the boundary states of the second theory:
(50)
as it is indeed expected.
Lagrangian of the Liouville theory with defect X s
We propose the following action for the Liouville theories with the different cosmological constants connected by the topological defect:
Here Σ 1 is the upper half-plane σ = Imz ≥ 0 and Σ 2 is the lower half-plane σ = Imz ≤ 0. The defect is located along their common boundary, which is the real axis σ = 0 parameterized by τ = Rez. Note that Λ(τ ) here is an additional field associated with the defect itself. In fact this is the Lagrangian proposed in [3] and considered in detail in [4] , but which is modified in a way to take into account that now µ 1 = µ 2 , and which becomes the old one for µ 1 = µ 2 . The action (52) yields the following defect equations of motion at σ = 0:
(55) The last equation is derived calculating variation by the Λ.
Using that ∂ τ = ∂ +∂ and forming various linear combinations of equations (53)- (55) we can bring them to the form:
Let us require, that Λ is restriction to the real axis of a holomorphic field
This condition allows to rewrite (58) in the form
We can check that the system of the defect equations of motion (56)- (60) guarantees that both components of the energy-momentum tensor are continuous across the defects and therefore describes topological defects:
Therefore, remembering that the solution (3) is invariant under the transformation (4), and that the chiral components of the energy-momentum tensor are invariant under the Möbius transformation (9), we can without loosing generality look for a solution in the form:
Substituting (63) and (64) in (56) we find that it is satisfied with
Since A and C are holomorphic functions, Λ is holomorphic as well, as it is stated in (59). It is straightforward to check that (60) is satisfied as well with φ 1 , φ 2 and Λ given by (63), (64) and (66) respectively. And finally inserting (63), (64) and (66) in (57) we see that it is also fulfilled with
5 X s defects in the heavy asymptotic limit
In this section we link the continuous family of defects constructed in section 3 with the Lagrangian constructed in the previous section. For this purpose we will use the heavy semiclassical asymptotic limit. Recall that in all semiclassical limits, one takes b → 0 and the action blows to infinity like b −2 . It is known [11] that in the heavy asymptotic limit, when one additionally scales α = η b and
2 , correlation functions are given by the exponential of the regularized action with the inserted fields computed on solution with the logarithmic singularities around the insertion points. The regularization is necessary to keep the action finite, since singularities of the solution may render it divergent. So we should compute the heavy asymptotic limit of the defect two-point function (39) and compare with the regularized defect action computed on the solutions with two singularities. First we compute the heavy asymptotic limit of the defect two-point function (39). As we said before, in the heavy asymptotic limit we set α = . Performing the same steps as in [4] we can write in the heavy asymptotic limit ‡
Here we dropped all the terms in the exponential which blows slower then b −2 .
As it is explained in [4] the required classical solution with two singular points can be built taking: we do not write here imaginary terms, which one has in [4] .
Eq. (67) implies
Inserting (70)- (72) in (63 and (64) we obtain
Here
The leading terms of ϕ 1 around z 1 are
The leading terms of ϕ 2 around z 2 similarly are
Since we consider here only insertions of the bulk field, and do not consider insertions of the defect or boundary fields, following the same steps as in [11] the regularized action, with n fields inserted in the upper half-plane, and m fields inserted in the lower half-plane, takes the form:
whereΛ = 2bΛ, Σ R i is a half-disc of the radius R and s Ri is a semicircle of the radius R in the half-plane Σ i , i = 1, 2. The two-point function in question is given by the exponential of the regularized action with one field inserted in the upper half-plane, and with one field inserted in the lower half-plane, with η 1 = η 2 = η, calculated on solution (74) and (75). To calculate it, we will use, that it satisfies the equation [4, 11, 12] :
Inserting (77) and (79) Integrating equation (82) we obtain:
+η log λ 1 + η log λ 2 − (4η − 2) log(1 − 2η) + 4η + 2η(ν 1 − ν 2 ) + C , where C is a constant.
To fix the constant term we can directly compute the action (80) for the solution (74)-(75) with η = 0:
ϕ 2 = − log λ 2 − log e 
Evaluation of the action (80) on the solution (84), (85) can be carried out along the same steps as done in appendix C of [4] . The result is
Comparing (86) with (83) fixes the constant C:
Inserting this value of C in (83) we indeed obtain (69) if we set 2πσ = ν 1 − ν 2 .
